Do you have control of you 0ffice 365 data? Do you have access to all the items you need?
Microsoft’s primary focus is on managing the Office 365 infrastructure and maintaining uptime to your users.
They are empowering YOU with the responsibility of your data.
The misconception that Microsoft fully backs up your data on your behalf is quite common, and without a shift
in mindset, could have damaging repercussions when this responsibility is left unattended.

ACCIDENTAL DELETION
If you delete a user, whether you meant to or not, it’s replicated across the network, along with the deletion of their personal
SharePoint site and their OneDrive data.

RETENTION POLICY GAPS AND CONFUSION
Office 365 has limited backup and retention policies that can only fend off situational data loss, and is not intended to be
an all-encompassing backup solution.
With our Office 365 backup solution using Veeam, there are no retention policy gaps or confusion over email restoration.
Short-term backups or long-term archives, granular or point-in-time restores, everything is at your fingertips making data recovery
fast, easy and reliable.

INTERNAL SECURITY THREATS
Organizations can fall victim to threats posed by their very own employees, both intentionally and unintentionally.
Access to files and contacts change so quickly, it can be hard to keep an eye on those in which you’ve instilled the most trust.
Microsoft has no way of knowing the difference between a regular user and a terminated employee attempting to delete critical
company data before they depart. In addition, some users unknowingly create serious threats by downloading infected files
or accidentally leaking user names and passwords to sites they thought they could trust.

EXTERNAL SECURITY THREATS
Malware and viruses, like ransomware, have done serious damage to organizations across the globe.
Not only is company reputation at risk, but the privacy and security of internal and customer data as well. External threats
can sneak in through emails and attachments. Office 365’s limited backup/recovery functions are inadequate to handle serious
attacks. A backup service will help ensure a separate copy of your data Is uninfected and that you can recover quickly.

LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
Sometimes you need to unexpectedly retrieve emails, files or other types of data amid legal action. Something you never think
is going to happen to you until it does.
If you accidentally delete a user, their on-hold mailbox, personal SharePoint site and OneDrive account is also deleted. Legal
requirements, compliance requirements and access regulations vary between industries and countries, but fines, penalties
and legal disputes are three things you don’t have room for on your to-do list.

MANAGING EMAIL MIGRATIONS TO OFFICE 365
Organizations that adopt Office 365 typically need a window of time to serve
as a transition window between on-premises Exchange and Office 365 Exchange Online.
Therefore, they leave some of their old system in place while making the change,
and this poses challenges. The right Office 365 backup solution can handle these
hybrid email deployments and transitions, making the source location irrelevant.
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